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As I sit to pen this message, I
think of my friends in the northeast
as Blizzard ’15 is bearing down upon
them. I wish them well. I, on the other
hand, look forward to record-breaking
temperatures as well. My week won’t
consist of snow shovels or 1-3 feet of
snow, but yet more along the lines of
SPF-50 and flip-flops as the temps in
my neck of the woods nears 80. I’m just
the messenger, so please refrain from
rock throwing.
I never knew that taking on the
presidency of STAR would involve so
much. Just keeping up with the e-mail
traffic on any given day is a chore in
and of itself. I’m so glad that the staff at
association headquarters keeps things
in line.
I’m really looking forward to the
next STAR gathering in March of the
Liaison Committee and Strategic Planning Committee. Let me tell you, this is
going to be one of our better gatherings
to date. As far as the Strategic Planning
Committee, this is where we’re going
to lay out the vision of STAR going
forward, make changes as necessary,
and get the right people in the right
places. And just as exciting, those of
us on the Liaison Committee get to
hold our meeting at the headquarters
of Stenograph. There we will see what’s
in store for new updates and give our
valued opinions on where the software
needs to go and what it needs to do. At
the conclusion of the meeting we will
get to tour the Stenograph facilities and
meet with the “boots on the ground”
there to put faces with names. I think the
Liaison Committee really looks forward
to meeting the software engineers and
marketing the most, if I had to guess. In
my next message I will be giving a full
update on that trip to Chicago.
As I hinted in my last President’s
Message, I have enlisted one of the

Micheal A. Johnson, RPR, CSR (TX),
CRR, CLR, CCR (LA)

top names in the reporting industry to
chair the STAR Annual Conference this
October in New Orleans. And when you
need something to get done, who else
would you call? None other than Mike
Miller. He accepted this challenge without hesitation. Actually, he volunteered
to do it before I could even assign it.
And before we even had time to unpack
our bags from the last conference in San
Diego, he was busy putting together
thoughts and ideas for NOLA. He also
enlisted the most-talented duo of Nancy
Bistany and Lisa Michaels to help him
co-chair the conference. I think mostly
to do his heavy lifting and keep him in
line. I don’t want to step out of line and
speak before he solidifies the schedule,
but I do hear that the social events are
going to be fun this year. We’ve gotten
away from some of that in the past few
years and we’d like to bring it back. That
was one big draw for me when I joined
STAR and would love to see more of
it in the future. Maybe by the time we
complete our meetings in Chicago we
should have more of a solid lineup to
start releasing so that you can start
making your reservations for October.

Continued on page 4
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iPads, Tablets and Smartphones,
Oh My! — REaltime Technology in a
World of Mobile Devices
By Tawny Labrum
It’s a digital world out there, a
world dominated by iPads, Tablets
and Smartphones. Think about it,
when was the last time you were at
a restaurant or out shopping and you
didn’t see someone playing Candy
Crush Saga or reading their favorite
news site from their mobile device?
Mobile technology has embedded
itself deeply into our everyday lives
and there are no signs of it letting up
any time soon. In the legal industry,
an industry known to be sticklers of
tradition and objectors of change,
mobile technology has revolutionized
the way litigation professionals practice law.
Having a cool new tablet or
smartphone is no longer just a fash-

MESSAGE
FROM THE
PRESIDENT
Continued from page 1
And if I could just ask a favor
of my fellow STAR members. As
you attend local, state or national
meetings for court reporters, please
remember to slide into your conversations the great things over at STAR.
We are the best ambassadors for
our association and should spread
the news of the best kept secret in
the reporting industry. And if nothing else, we are again running the
member-get-a-member campaign
this year and you could win an iPad
in October.
I look forward to reporting back
to you after the STAR meetings in
March up in the Windy City and
hope that you all are doing well.

ion trend; they have become musthave tools used on a daily basis by
almost all attorneys. From sending
and receiving emails, scheduling
appointments and reviewing documents, to onsite or offsite deposition
and courtroom proceeding participation, mobile technology allows litigation professionals to be more flexible,
more informed and more profitable.
With an increasingly high number of attorneys already using mobile devices and a younger, more
technological savvy group entering
the workforce, the demand for applications and services accessible from
any smartphone or tablet is immense.
Being equipped with the skills and
knowledge needed to meet this demand will allow you to secure higher
paying jobs, impress new and existing
clients, and build your credibility in
this exceedingly competitive industry.
As a court reporter, you are already familiar with realtime reporting,
i.e. instantly sending your transcribed
text from a deposition or courtroom
proceeding to an external computer
monitor, where lawyers can then
view and follow along in “realtime.”
In the last five years the technology
used to deliver that text has changed
drastically.
Today’s realtime technology still
allows you to deliver your realtime
text to desktop and laptop computers, but it also allows you to deliver
that text to iPads, iPhones, Android
smartphones or tablets and the Kindle Fire. Most local realtime systems
provide a router, which allows the reporter to create their own Local Area
Network (LAN). Onsite attendees
can then access the reporter’s router/
LAN from their iPad, smartphone or
tablet and review the realtime feed.
STAR Dot STAR • 4

Your clients are no longer limited
by the equipment or software used to
view your realtime text; in fact, they
don’t even have to be in the same
room, city or even country as you.
In addition to onsite realtime delivery, many lawyers are opting to attend legal proceedings remotely; this
is known as streaming. Streaming is
when the reporter sends their realtime feed through the web to offsite
or remote attendees, who can attend
the deposition from their smartphone
or tablet while they are out on the go,
or from their computer at home or in
their office.
Mobile devices have changed the
world, affecting the way we work,
where we work, and the services we
offer our clients. There are more mobile devices currently in society than
human beings and almost 91% of
all lawyers are using smartphones or
tablets, so the demand for mobility is
greater now than ever. Be smart - educate yourself on the latest realtime
technology out on the market and
offer it to your clients. If you don’t,
someone else will.
About the Author
Tawny Labrum is the Marketing
Director for LiveDeposition, a provider of universal onsite and web-based
remote realtime delivery solutions.
For more information on LiveDeposition, please visit their website at www.
livedeposition.com or give them a call
at (888) 337-6411.
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TALK STENO TO ME:

By Donna M. Urlaub

BACK TO BASICS—THINK ABOUT YOUR
WRITING...THE ART OF THE TUCK
Are you still writing words like ready (R-D), easy
(E*Z), busy (B-Z), data (DAT), study (STUD), item
(TEM), pretty (PRET), zero (ZER), weapon (WEP), bureau (BAOUR), heavy (HEF) in two strokes? For some of
you, that may be a silly question, but for some, this may
be an aha moment. I will confess (KEFS) that until recently, in spite of the fact that I’ve been working on short
writing for many years, and done pretty well in the speed
and realtime contest arena, I was guilty of two-stroking
all of those words. It hadn’t even occurred to me – yet
– how wasteful it was. Which is why thinking about your
writing is the first step to writing faster and cleaner, with
less wear and tear. And, let’s face it, who of us is getting
any younger?
In one of his highly entertaining writings recently,
Kevin Hunt mentioned the “unknown unknowns,” a
phrase that resonated with me. (a) I am frequently surprised to see what other reporters are still writing out, and
(b) I don’t know what they don’t know. So at the risk of
telling you what you already know, another useful family

of briefs I want to mention is the “I can’t/I don’t/I didn’t/I
couldn’t” phrases: YA/YO/YI/YU. Which is the foundation for: YAR I can’t remember; YOR I don’t remember;
YIR I didn’t remember; YUR I couldn’t remember; then
-RL recall, -N know; -F have; -NG think; -BL believe; -S
say; -Z see; -G go; -PT want; and many others.
My most favorite of late is –RG for agree: YARG,
YORG, YIRG, YURG, IRG. Then DOURG, KURG,
WOURG, LURG, KOURG, SOURG. The only conflict
I’ve encountered is DURG did you agree/during, but I’ll
either change during to DAOURG, word-group it, or let
my software help me. Why throw out all these great opportunities to phrase because of one conflict? Yet, that’s
what a lot of us do. And often we do it when the conflict
is a seldom-used word or phrase. Again, we need to think
about our writing.
And I’ve just discovered –BS for said: I said IBS; he
said EBS; she said SHEBS; they said THEBS; and my

Continued on page 6
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BACK TO BASICS—THINK ABOUT YOUR
WRITING...THE ART OF THE TUCK
Continued from page 5
most favorite: like I said LAOEUBS. And what witness
hasn’t said “like I said” only a few dozen times.
Back in about 1987, I was fortunate to purchase Ed
Varallo’s first book, which was a treasure trove of short
writing tips that opened my eyes to what he calls writing
families, the most valuable of which for me was dropping
the A: adapt DAPT; adopt DOPT; attach TAFP; assume
SAOM; alarm LARM; agenda JEND or JAEND.
Which leads to the tuck: alone LAON; agree GRAE;
(degree GRE); adjourn JAOURN; ahead HAED; ahold
HAOLD; alive LAIF; achieve KHAEF; approval PRAOFL;
agreement GRAEMT; affect FAEKT; accord KAORD; tenant TAENT; and so on.
Which started me thinking … while most of us will
agree that memorizing briefs at our age is nigh unto impossible, what we can do is follow a concept to its very
end; such as: Tuck the R. There are two of them, both
index finger strokes, just waiting to be discovered. I started with computer KPURT. You’re already there with first
stroke KPUT, followed by –ER. Just tuck it.
repair RAIRP		
factor FARKT 		
water WAERT		
lighter LAOEURT
library LAOEURB
warranty WAERNT
trailer TRAIRL		
worker WROERK
better BERT 		
veteran VAERNT
partner PAERNT
modern MOERND

director DRERKT
trainer TRAIRN
memory MERM
winter WIRNT
literature LIRT
teacher TREAFP
matter MAERT
smaller SMAURL
butter BURT
boundary BOURND
minor MAOEURN
theater THAOERT

Tuck the E:		

planet PLAENT

Tuck the N:
design SDAOEUN
tighten TAOEUNT
beaten BAENT

lighten LAOEUNT
gotten GONT or GOENT

Tuck the G: The most heavily used G tuck is indicating
KAIGT. The opportunities to G tuck are endless. I use
KAEGT for (indicating).
Dating DAIGT		
heating HAEGT
seating SAEGT		
greeting GRAOEGT

Tuck the L:
complete KPLAET
lately LAILT		
completely KPLAELT
greatly GRAILT
middle MILD 		

absolute SLUT
lightly LAOEULT
absolutely SLULT
basically BAIFL
primarily PRAOEURL

Unfortunately, “contractor” remained a problem for
me. Contract was K-RT, considerate was KR-RT. I know
many of you write contract KR-T, but hear me out because
I love this grouping. So I had heard of using SWORK for
social work, and started incorporating the S for subcontract, SK-RT, which led to J-RT for general contract, and,
of course, K-RT for contract. Then I realized I could throw
the E in, voila! SKERT subcontractor; JERT general contractor; KERT contractor. Today I reported a lengthy
hearing regarding independent contractors. Following the
rationale of KERT for contractor, I changed the E to I,
KEURT, independent contractor. If you want to protect
yourself from an errant E/U/EU stroke, use KREURT.
Speaking of the initial S, it can be quite valuable. I was
working on a case involving oxygen saturation(s), writing
oxygen in two strokes, and saturation – well, you get the
picture. Finally thought about my writing, decided to try
OJ for oxygen, which is the great thing about always writing realtime, you can try different outlines to see if they
work. So the word saturation always followed oxygen,
I was already depressing the OJ keys, “saturation” was
uttered, throw in that initial S, and you’ve got SOJ(S),
oxygen saturation(s).
Bates stamp, you’re writing BAITS, throw the S on
the front; SBAITS Bates stamp.
Glasses, GLASZ, sunglasses, SGLASZ.
Phone, FOEN, cell phone SFOEN
Safe deposit box SBOX
Another aha moment for me was the realization that
the asterisk – even though I’m somewhat asterisk averse
– could “contraction-ize” most phrases.
you have UF		
you have been UFB
you’ve *UF
you’ve been *UFB
I would ILD		
you will UL		
I’d *ILD 		
you’ll *UL.		
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I have had IFD
they have gone THEFG
I’ve had *IFD
they’ve gone TH*EFG
I would say ILDZ
they will THEL
I’d say *ILDS
they’ll TH*EL

TALK STENO TO ME:

BACK TO BASICS—THINK ABOUT YOUR
WRITING...THE ART OF THE TUCK
Continued from page 6
A recent realization: If it’s written in shorthand on the
medical record, why aren’t we using those briefs?
curriculum vitae C-F 		
c.v. C*F			
range of motion ROM
blood pressure B-P		
centimeter C-M 		
millimeter M-L 			
kilogram K-G 		
short of breath SOB 		
shortness of breath SNOB
left anterior descending LAD registered nurse R-N.
endotracheal tube ET		
RN R*N
medical doctor M-D		
Coronary artery disease KRAD.
Catheter KRAERT. 		
Artery RAERT.
If you want to be really daring, throw that S in the
beginning of LAD for left anterior descending artery.
While I’m finding the ET stroke for endotracheal tube
to be helpful, I will confess to an “endotracheal tube” for
“it” more often than I care to admit. So I’m experimenting

with E*T for endotracheal tube.
lf they use the acronym, I’ll write it in two strokes;
although most frequently it’s stated as ET tube, in which
case I could stick with E*T TAOUB because “tube” is incorporated in the E*T stroke. Hope that makes sense.
So “artery” leads me to another discovery: If the word
begins with a vowel, don’t waste the left side of your keyboard! If artery can be RAERT, alley (lots of those in Chicago) can be LAEL, error ROER – eliminates lots of word
boundary problems – order ORDZ, ordering DROERG,
ordered DROERD, edit YIT, idea Y-D, ideal Y-L.
Identify frequent speech groupings, i.e., “you know
what I’m saying” YUMS; “you know what I mean” YUM;
“you know” UJ; “you know,” *UJ; and the always popular “I’m sorry” SOIM; “go ahead” –GD.
So “go ahead” and give these a try. I’d love to hear
that some of you are finding more enjoyment in writing
and using fewer strokes.

Led by court reporters

Melanie Humphrey-Sonntag, President, is pleased to announce
that Chicago-area Realtime & Court Reporting has been acquired
by Planet Depos, LLC, a global court reporting company.
Same familiar court reporters. Same great service.
Strengthened back-office support, innovative technology,
international coverage.

CHICAGO-AREA REALTIME

TO SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT DEPOSITION IN THE MIDWEST OR
ANYWHERE ON THE PLANET, CONTACT US
CONTACT:

800.232.0265 | SCHEDULING@PLANETDEPOS.COM | WWW.PLANETDEPOS.COM | WWW.CHICAGO-REALTIME.COM

Leveraging
the Power of
Realtime News
By: Angie Ballman Punton
@angelanicolebp

I

had a “proud daughter moment” recently. It was
one of those special times when you actually witness
your mother embracing something “technological”
that you’ve taught her…and experiencing a successful outcome, all on her own! Jan Ballman, my
mother/boss/STAR member, was perusing her Twitter
feed one evening recently while on vacation in Florida
and saw a tweet come across the wire from a local news
outlet. It was breaking news announcing that one of our
clients had been victorious on a HUGE trial for which we
had provided court reporting and videography services.
Jan immediately sends an email to the partner of the law
firm, congratulating her on this most impressive win, and
suggesting it might be nice to “raise a glass” (as Jan loves
to say) in celebration of this tremendous professional accomplishment. For those of you who attended the STAR
Mid-Year Conference in March 2014 in Vegas, you may
recall Steve Dorfman presented his Impeccability Service
Model. Grabbing this tidbit of news hot off the Twitter press,
reaching out to the client just as the announcement was
made public, and then arranging for a celebratory toast
while enthusiasm and pride was still running high is a great
example of leveraging impeccable attention to detail, as
taught by Mr. Dorfman in that STAR seminar. Our client
was very impressed. In fact, she ran with Jan’s suggestion
and arranged for a party for her entire team, to which we
were then invited as guests. And it all started with a tweet!
We sure seem to live in a culture that panders to impatience and instant gratification. It just so happens that
Twitter is a particularity great tool for satisfying that desire
for “I want it right now!” There is no better resource than
Twitter for providing up-to-the-second information on
what’s going on in the world. And with only 140 characters allowed, the information is always succinct and direct
and fresh! Who can’t appreciate that? By using keyword
searches and #hashtags, you can literally pick any topic and
find out what the world is saying about it, in realtime. (I’ve
always found this to be particularly amusing and entertaining during the Super Bowl. This year, it was Nationwide’s
#MakeSafeHappen commercial and Russell Wilson’s
game-ending interception that everyone was hashtagging
about throughout the game.) From the latest news to the

public’s reaction to it, there’s just no better way to watch
events and global conversation unfold before your eyes
than via Twitter! (Though I will caution you to consider the
source for breaking news, as false information can spread
just as quickly and easily.)
In Jan’s case, she happened to be looking at her feed at
the right time to see our exciting client news. However, you
can also format your Twitter feed with LISTS to categorize
the people you follow to have a better chance of catching
Tweets from people or
about issues that are
important to you.
Use Twitter’s realtime feed to help you
stay in-the-know and
on top of fun, hot and
important topics. As a
bonus, you just might
impress your kid, if not
your client!

Jan immediately sends an email to the partner
of the law firm, congratulating her on this
most impressive win, and suggesting it might
be nice to “raise a glass” (as Jan loves to say)
in celebration of this tremendous professional
accomplishment.
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The New PC...
By Al Betz

G

oogle says that a secret is a valid but
not commonly known or recognized
method of achieving or maintaining
something. In the competitive business environment entrepreneurs
have secrets that enable them to gain advantages in the
marketplace. Business leaders develop techniques that
set them apart in their disciplines. Talented professionals
attend networking events in part to learn the secrets that
the best and the brightest among them share. This is usually done after hours in the lounge in small groups.
In Peter Thiel’s book Zero to One, he writes, “A conventional truth can be important – it’s essential to learn
elementary mathematics, for example – but it won’t give
you an edge. It’s not a secret.” Why study, why research,
why experiment, why take risks if there are no secrets to
uncover? No gains to be made?
The Unabomber, Ted Kaczynski, thought that all of
the world’s secrets had been discovered. Thiel writes that
Kaczynski “argued that modern people are depressed because all the world’s hard problems have already been
solved. What’s left to do is either easy or impossible, and
pursuing those tasks is deeply unsatisfying.”
Thankfully, the truth is that there are many more
secrets left to find, and my colleagues and I discovered
a secret in our work in education that I want to share
with you. Some of us reading this were alive when the
personal computer (PC) was launched at the 1964 New
York World’s Fair. Today, a new PC has been launched,
and it is a performance model known as Persistence and
Completion (PC).
Educators have been disappointed to watch their students fail to complete college at an alarmingly high rate. A
study based on National Student Clearinghouse Research
Center data of 4.5 million non-first-time students, found
that only about a third of students who re-enrolled in
college between 2005 and 2008 ended up earning their
degree. The completion rate for students at public fouryear universities and community colleges was 27 percent
lower than for first-time students.
The secret is out – educators want to see students
develop a better understanding of how to persist in the
pursuit of their educational goals. They want to help their
students complete their educational requirements and
graduate from college. They want graduates to be productive employees and contributing members of their
communities.
Employers are of course supportive of The New PC
because of the benefits that well-prepared graduates bring

to the workplace. A survey of business owners in my
community conducted by our chamber of commerce discovered these facts: new entrants to the workplace were
lacking in communication skills, lacking in soft skills training, lacking teamwork skills and unaware of workplace
expectations. In summary, many in the new workforce do
not possess the skills necessary to overcome challenges
and complete tasks.
Persistence and Completion are critical to the court
reporting profession as well. It begins in reporting school
with theory development and speed building. Students
benefit from awareness of the physical, emotional and
psychological (state of mind vs. study of the mind) components of building their skills. When they enter the workplace, PC awareness guides them from their attitude to
their attire, from their time management to the maintenance of their delivery schedule. The New PC is basic
training for new professionals.
So, what are the components of The New PC? In the
classroom students discuss 24 lessons annually from freshman year through senior year that are grade-specific and
interest-specific. The lessons focus on communication,
relationships, planning and management. In a method of
teaching, and learning, known as facilitation, students are
encouraged to reach their own conclusions about a variety of topics contained in the lessons. The goal of Teachers/Facilitators in The New PC is to create in students an
awareness of the variety of conclusions that are available
depending on circumstances such as culture, life experience and education levels. The outcome of educating
students in The New PC is to increase the number of students who will graduate from college and to increase the
number of students who will succeed in the workplace.
The outcome in a workshop for young professionals is to
create an awareness of expectations in communication,
customer service, planning and management.
Students are excited to unlock the secrets to enjoying productive and happy lives. They appreciate having
the doors to awareness open for them, enabling them to
make better decisions, enabling them to avoid early life
mistakes that follow them forever. In a fast-paced world
with constantly changing edges, of the sort that Peter Thiel
referenced, secrets hinder progress. Enter “The New PC.”
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Introducing Case
CATalyst Version 16
By James Kuta, Stenograph Product Manager

The annual tradition of major updates to Case CATalyst continues with the release of Case CATalyst Version
16. Version 16 has outstanding features benefiting Court
Reporters, Captioners, CART providers, and Scopists.
Here is a quick look at some of the exciting new features
in Case CATalyst Version 16.
Case Prep
Prepare to cleanly write names, terminology, technical
terms, and more in a fraction of the time. Case Prep compares the words and phrases of Case CATalyst transcripts
or text files to your dictionaries and shows you what you
might want to add and what you might want to brief.
•
•
•

Utilize past jobs, speaker lists, websites, and more.
Get words and phrases to define or brief.
Create dictionary entries right from your machine.

Audio Recording Quality Options
With six new audio recording choices, Version 16
helps you find a sweet spot between audio fidelity and
file size. You’ll hear the difference with improved audio
playback and live monitoring quality, resulting in easier
listening while proofing and editing.
•
•
•

Hear the sharp sound quality.
Reduce time spent replaying the audio.
Edit faster.

A Dedicated CART Window
Attention CART providers! Version 16 has a dedicated CART window viewable on your screen or the CART
customer’s screen. You’ll provide the best experience for
them without sacrificing your view.
•
•
•
•

Customize font style, size, color, and background.
Adjust transparency for layering over other active
windows.
Resize window, margins, and spacing for optimum
aesthetics.
Snap to top, bottom, and sides without tedious manual resizing.

New Theme Choices
The difference in Version 16 is visible. The number
of window and dialog themes has dramatically increased.
With the amount of new viewing choices, you’ll find the
one that’s right for you!
•
•
•

Fun and functional
Large and small toolbar icons and menu text sizes
available
Windows®- and Mac®-styled themes

Visit www.stenograph.com to discover more amazing
features of the Case CATalyst Version 16!
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Kick It Up!
By Lesia Mervin, CSR, RMR, CRR, FAPR
There were two lumberjacks chopping trees in the
forest. One man had been a lumberjack for years. He
knew how to get the job done. The other lumberjack
was young and energetic and had just started the
profession. The young man is using an ax to chop his
tree. He’s just chopping away, over and over and over.
He’s not making much progress, but he’s getting the
job done. It may take him three days to chop down
this tree, but he’s going to get it done.
The old man comes up to him and says, “You
know, if you sharpened that ax, you’d get the job done
a lot easier.”
The young guy says, “I don’t have time to sharpen
the ax, I’m too busy chopping down the tree.”
I can’t take credit for writing that story, but when I
heard it, it struck me as so true for our profession. You
may be getting the job done, but is it the most efficient
way of doing it? Is there an easier way to do it? We get so
busy sometimes with the “business” of reporting that we
don’t sharpen our skills because we’re too busy “chopping
down the tree.” A simple word of advice from a more
experienced professional can make all the difference in
our day-to-day activities.
The landscape of reporting has changed dramatically.
With technology today, many professionals work for people
they’ve never personally met. In the good ol’ days you
knew everyone in the office. You actually personally knew
the owner and had relationships with other reporters. You
were able to interact with reporters on a daily basis, go
to lunch together, socialize with them. It’s not like that
today. Unless you’re an official, where you have other staff
reporters in the workplace, you may rarely have personal,
face-to-face interaction with other reporters in your firm.
Reporters may work for many firms and aren’t tied to one
single firm.
You may receive your calendar assignment through text
or email, then email your jobs in after completion, receive
a payment for those services, and may have never met
anyone face to face from the office. This lack of personal
contact is really a disservice to our profession. There is so
much we can learn from each other.
When my daughter, Bree, was four years old, she wanted
to learn to ride her bike without the training wheels. I stood
beside her, holding the back of the seat while she learned

to balance the bike. I would let go for a few seconds as
I’m running beside her. The bike would wobble, and she
would scream, “Don’t let go, mom! Hold on!” I continued
to run beside her but holding the seat less and less, still
pretending I was holding on so she wouldn’t falter until she
mastered her balance. Then away she went without me.
Years later, I had the joy of teaching my daughter this
profession. I had her come in every day for six weeks on
my lunch hour and we’d go over another theory lesson
until she was ready to begin speed building in a brick and
mortar school. It was a lot of work, no denying that. It
was just like teaching her to ride her bike. There was a lot
of wobbling, but once the training wheels were off, still lots
of running alongside, then she was off without me. What
a joy to see her enjoy and love this profession as much as
I do. That’s a treasure. But a funny thing happened along
the way: In teaching her, I became a better reporter. You
see, she had a different take on things, a fresh look.
You know how kids are. “Why? Why? Why?”
“Because I’m the mom and I said so,” takes on new
meaning when you’re teaching your adult child court
reporting. She would question me. “Well, why do you
write it that way? Wouldn’t this way be better?”
Well, you know what? Sometimes it was better that way.
I had just never thought of it. I tell you that story to show
you that we can all learn from each other. We’ll never know
everything. I learn every day. I learn from the reporters in
my courthouse that call me for computer questions. I may
not know the answer, but it forces me to find the answer.
I remember it next time. Without interaction with other
reporters, you miss out on that.
Let’s go back to the lumberjacks. The young
lumberjack goes into the hardware store to get his
ax sharpened. He goes up to the salesman and says,
“I’d like to get my ax sharpened.” The salesman says,
“Well, you know, you could buy a chainsaw and you
wouldn’t have to do any chopping at all.”
The young lumberjack says, “Are you kidding?
I’ll take it.”
That salesman just saved him hours and hours of work.
He’s keeping up with technology. Have you kept up with
technology? Technology is the key to our very survival.
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Continued on page 16

Can a Court Reporter Swear in a
Witness Anywhere in the USA?
By Rosalie Kramm
Deposition court reporters will
often travel with cases throughout the
USA and the world. Attorneys require
technologically savvy court reporters
with expertise in complex subject
matters.
In my previous blog about the
USPTO rules, I found language that
would allow counsel to stipulate to
allow any person authorized to administer oaths to swear in a witness
for a deposition. Upon publishing the
blog, I received inquiries from court
reporters from around the USA asking
if there was similar language for cases
filed in federal courts.   This would be
particularly helpful for the states that
have adopted the Federal Rules as their
governing law.
Reading through Rule 28, “Persons Before Whom Depositions May
Be Taken,” I came across the follow-

ing language: “(a) Within the United
States or within a territory or insular
possession subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States, depositions shall
be taken before an officer authorized
to administer oaths by the laws of the
United States or of the place where
the examination is held, or before a
person appointed by a court in which
the action is pending. A person so
appointed has power to administer
oaths and take testimony. The term
officer as used in Rules 30, 31 and
32 includes a person appointed by the
court or designated by the parties
under Rule 29.”
Rule 29 reads as follows: “Unless
otherwise directed by the court, the
parties may by written stipulation
(1) provide that depositions may
be taken before any person, at any
time or place, upon any notice, and

in any manner and when so taken
may be used like other depositions.”
I know NCRA has done quite a bit
of investigation and has published an
opinion regarding administering oaths
and is advocating for court reporters
to have the opportunity to become
authorized to administer oaths by the
laws of the United States, which would
be fantastic.
I am not an attorney, but I am suggesting that Rule 29 allows for parties
to stipulate in writing to giving a court
reporter the authority to administer
oaths in cases that are subject to the
Federal Rules. I would invite any feedback or interpretation of Rule 28 and
29. My goal is to find solutions for the
great court reporters who travel with
our profession.
@rosaliekramm Twitter

Windows®XP and You in 2015 and Beyond!
By Alex Cotteleer, Stenograph Technical Support Advisor
You may have heard that Microsoft ended support for Windows XP on April 8, 2014, and
will no longer provide updates
or security patches. You might
also notice that Stenograph has
changed its Hardware Guidelines
for version 16 to strongly suggest
not using Windows XP anymore.
But why you might ask?
As a court reporter, security
is important especially since September 23, 2013, when court reporters became legally required to
comply with HIPAA Regulations.
Since Microsoft ended support,
Windows XP is becoming less and
less secure every day in a profes-

sion where you need security. It’s
been almost 10 months since Microsoft pulled the plug, yet as of
January 2015 Windows XP still
has a 20% market share! That’s
huge, and it’s also the perfect target for hackers that know there
won’t be anyone at Microsoft trying to stop them from finding security loopholes anymore.
Beyond security there are
other issues you may encounter
too. Technology is always changing and evolving. Without updates
to Windows XP you may find that
third party software you have installed eventually stops working
correctly, causing issues on your
STAR Dot STAR • 12

PC. Microsoft won’t help at all and
these issues may easily be the type
that Stenograph won’t be able to
help with either.
The good news is you can
avoid all this very easily and make
sure none of this even has the
chance of happening to you by
updating your operating system.
Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 are safe, fleshed out operating systems at this point, and
Windows 10 looks like it’s going
to be an exciting new free (for the
first year) addition to the bunch.
Stay safe in 2015.
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Member Profile:

Meet STAR
Director

Susan Ingraham
1. Hometown - Celina, Ohio, population 10,000 and
some. Mercer County - the leading ag receipt county in the
state. The home of Grand Lake - the second largest manmade lake in the United States.
2. Family - husband, Jeff, a Common Pleas judge, great
husband and father. Daughter Elizabeth, married to Mike
Rumschlag, granddaughter, Noelle, 6. Daughter, Emily,
married to Keith Allen, expecting their first child in July.
3. Reporting since - 1982. First as a solo reporter, and
then in 1990, became associated with Midwest Reporting
Service, a firm of four reporters doing what they do best!
4. Loves to entertain, not extravagantly, but casually,
and she loves to share with those she and her husband invite
into their home to share her love of cooking, good wine,
and excellent conversation. Susan is also active at St. Paul’s
UM church in Celina in a leadership position with the prayer
ministry.
5. Has a weakness for dogs. Susan, with her husband’s
consent, rescued a Schnauzer three years ago, Dunkin’ (Delicious Dunkin’ Donut). He’s unlike any Schnauzer they’ve
ever had - smart, hardly ever barks, great with kids, obeys,
and loves people, especially their laps.

6. If I had a million
dollars, I would…start
a foundation to help
those in need in our
community, especially
the faceless homeless
that live here.
7. You may be
surprised to know….
that they have a working antique freight elevator in their home it’s been rescaled to fit
two stories and makes
getting to the “bonus
room” a lot more fun!
8. When I am not proofreading, I like to read….mystery
novels and cookbooks.
9. Favorite movie - Schindler’s List - cried for two days
afterwards and it changed her life.
10. Reporting pet peeve - that she can’t take every job
that comes in the door :)

Welcome New STAR Members
Kristin Anderson, San Antonio, TX
Carolyn Harkins, Rapid City, SD
Michael McDonner, Orlando, FL
Angela O'Neill, Rockford, OH
Maellen Pittman, Chicago, IL
LaVerne Reinhardt, Detroit, MI
Sheryl Ribeiro, Tulare, CA
Cregg Seymour, Timonium, MD
Mary Stoll, La Crescenta, CA
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Cross-Border Court Reporting—
A Brave New World
By Kimberley Neeson
To set the scene:
• Two courtrooms – one in Toronto, Ontario, Canada
and one in Wilmington, Delaware, USA
• Videoconferencing – Toronto can see Delaware,
and Delaware can see Toronto: the two judges, the
witness, the questioning attorney and the exhibits
• Two sets of court reporting teams – one in Toronto
and one in Wilmington
• Two sets of realtime streaming – one emanating
from Toronto and one from Wilmington
• One certified transcript of the entire proceedings
delivered by 10 pm every night
The quick facts:
• 23 days of joint trial evidence
• Over 5,500 pages, with many days with experts
being over 300 pages in length
• Thousands of exhibits logged
• More than 20 fact witnesses and more than 20
expert witnesses called
This is the stuff that technical nightmares are made of,
yet despite some occasional glitches, the reporting teams
– consisting of Lorraine Marino, RDR, CRR, and Gail Verbano, RDR, CRR, of Wilcox & Fetzer in Delaware; Deana
Santedicola, RPR, CRR, and myself, Kim Neeson, RPR,
CRR (RSA), of Neesons in Toronto – rose to the occasion
and delivered the best technical and transcript services our
profession has to offer.
Managing a large undertaking such as the Nortel Networks bankruptcy trial is no easy feat. Neesons took the
lead with regard to the management of the trial from the
court reporting perspective. That undertaking involved
hours and hours of management time ensuring:
• The reporters in both locations had screens for
viewing both the videoconferencing and the exhibits
• The reporters had an audio feed from the audiovisual company that was of high quality and could
be used both for recording and listening purposes
• Securing hard wired internet connections in both
locations that the reporters would solely have for
their own use
• Co-ordinating with LiveDeposition, our stream provider, protocols for each stream location to ensure
easy connectivity and a “once only” type of setup
for the reporters and the users of the system; as
well, ensuring that all parties allowed to view the
stream were set up in proper groups (hundreds of
invitations were involved)

•

Training a dedicated staff member for trial technical
support, transcript production of both the rough
draft and the late night certified, management of
the repository and exhibit hyperlinking

As the reporters on the joint trial, we had to work
through many issues before we walked through the courtroom door, such as:
• How would we jointly indicate the swearing of
witnesses, the various examination types, the
court designations, recesses, start and end times,
exhibits, indexing…the list is long when you start
to go through a standard transcript!
• Develop the protocol for who would be the “cert”
reporter and who would be the “check” reporter
• Develop the protocol for merging of transcripts and
the responsibility of each reporter in their jurisdiction
• Agreeing on how to split billings and actual court days
• Spellings – Canadian or US or both?
Remember, we were dealing with two completely
separate jurisdictions in distinct countries. A small example:
while the US identifies the clerk of the court as “The Clerk,”
in our jurisdiction we call that person “The Registrar.” We
had two judges – they were identified as “The US Court”
and “The Canadian Court.” Nomenclature became an
interesting point of debate. So where we call “Direct Examination” “Examination in-Chief,” and not wanting to be
biased toward any one court, we agreed we would insert
“Examination in-Chief/Direct Examination by” in order to
capture both jurisdiction’s parlance.
We also needed to ensure as little editing on our merged
files as possible. Lorraine and Gail are on Eclipse; Deana
and I are on Case CATalyst. We used RTF file conversions
in order to import files into our respective systems. One
interesting tidbit – when creating an RTF from either version of software, do NOT open that RTF file before sending to the other reporter…it took several telephone calls
with our respective software support providers to find this
out. If the RTF is opened before sending, weird formatting
gremlins seem to get implanted. For example, one night the
RTF from Delaware had some steno in it – but yet when
looking at the RTF in Word, it was perfect! So if you learn
nothing else from this article, use this piece of information
as a take-away when dealing with your fellow reporters
on a job share!
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Continued on page 16

Cross-Border Court Reporting—
A Brave New World
Continued from page 15
As you would expect, our first week was a fairly stressful,
intense one, with technology glitches – such as no audio
feed, no internet access at times and therefore no streaming
or uploading to our scopists, and the odd loss of videoconference feed. We decided ahead of time that if the witness
was called in Delaware, then the Delaware team would be
the “cert” reporter and prepare both the rough draft and
final transcript; if the witness called in Toronto, we would
reverse. We had days where each team performed both
duties when multiple witnesses were called. Whichever
team started the day as the cert reporter, however, would
provide the entire day’s rough draft; there was no time
to be piecing together bits of a rough draft; we saved our
energy in that regard for the final certified.
We were very grateful to see that all questioning attorneys were present in the venue where the witness was
called; that made life a little easier as the cert reporter. The
“check” reporter would be available to provide any areas
that couldn’t be heard, or where there was a technical
difficulty, to assist the cert reporter. Lorraine had experienced tremendous audio difficulties when reporting at the
pretrials when all audio was by teleconference. We didn’t
know what to expect going in whether these issues would

continue, or would be resolved.
So the combination of high concerns about the ability
to hear all parties in both courtrooms from one location,
and the fact that both courts wished to have their own
reporters present, it was agreed by all parties that each
jurisdiction would have their own reporter, but only one
transcript would be ultimately produced.
For the Canadian team, I can tell you it was a bit of an
adjustment to see counsel addressing our court ungowned.
Our attorneys are fully gowned (but no wigs, which I’m
sure everyone is grateful for!) I also found some accents
difficult to get a handle on, particularly one lawyer from
Boston, although I think the London and Scotland (UK)
experts gave all of us the most run for our money.
Court reporting on the Nortel trial was one of the most
challenging jobs of our collective careers. But above all,
it was a pleasure to work with such a talented, dedicated
group of reporters who made our profession proud. No
digital recording system could ever perform this work, and
it is yet another reason why steno reporting combined with
technology is a winning combination.

Kick It Up!
Continued from page 11
Technology is what’s saving your jobs today. What does your
equipment look like? Remember dictating? Notereaders?
Typing all night? Giant computer systems with dictionaries
the size of a spare tire? Now today’s laptops and tablets?
We must keep up. What does your equipment look like
today?
A couple days later, the lumberjack goes back to
the store to talk to the salesman. He says, “I need to
return this chainsaw. This didn’t make my job any
easier. There’s something wrong with it.”
So the salesman says, “Let me check it out and
see. He pulls the chord to start it up.” You hear loud
VROOOOOM!
The lumberjack says, “What was that noise?”

What kind of reporter are you? Do you have the latest
equipment and don’t know how to use it? Are you even
pulling the chain of the chainsaw yourself? I challenge you
to LEARN YOUR SOFTWARE. The technology is there,
but the majority of people don’t utilize it to its full potential.
There’s all kinds of artificial intelligence, shortcuts, macros,
realtime shortcuts, all there for the asking. You just have to
learn it. I challenge you to network with other reporters.
Form a user group in your area. Have a brown-bag lunch
every month with other reporters and teach each other
things you’ve learned. Attend software training classes
and webinars. Get involved in STAR and interact with the
cream of the crop at a STAR convention.
Do you need a fresh look? Let’s kick it up!
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For Your Information
k STARonline.org has a searchable member database. Search by name, city, state, or zip code.
k STAR members save money on Pengad products by receiving the lowest catalog price, on most
items, regardless of the quantities ordered.
k STAR members who spend $3,000 or more annually through Pengad will be refunded their STAR
membership dues.
k STAR members receive $50 off the renewal of a Stenograph software support contract (excludes Edit
support contract).
k STAR members receive $50 off the renewal of a writer maintenance contract (excludes Basic without
Loaner contract).
k STAR members are entitled to 10% off Stenograph supplies (excluding computer peripherals).
k STAR members are entitled to $200 discount on a Stenograph professional writer (plus the published
cash back).
k STAR members are entitled to $40 off the initial purchase of a CaseViewNet license and $20 off the
renewal price.
k STAR members receive $20 additional discount on Full software support renewal or $15 additional
discount on Edit software renewal, if done online prior to contract expiration date.
k STAR members can advertise their firms on the STAR website or in the STARdotSTAR newsletter at an
affordable price.
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				THE GREAT STAR SUGGESTION BOX
All STAR members are encouraged to submit ideas, complaints, and suggestions for improvement
to the STAR Liaison/Technology Committee. This committee meets with Stenograph representatives
throughout the year to voice concerns and requests of you, the user. All STAR newsletters include
this form that you can use to relay your thoughts to the Liaison/Technology Committee. The more
feedback and/or input you can provide, the better the committee can represent you and your wishes
to Stenograph. The committee will publish responses to your input in future STAR newsletters.

$
TO:

STAR Liaison/Technology Committee
STAR Headquarters
222 S. Westmonte Drive, Suite 101
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
(Fax: 407/774-6440) (or email Peggy Antone)

Please relay the following

p question

p complaint

p request to Stenograph

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
(Use additional sheet if more space necessary)

Submitted by: (Optional)_____________________________________________
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CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, FLORIDA
Calm, cool and collected.
The way you’ll feel when we
handle your out-of-area assignments.

• Deposition, Hearing or
Courtroom Reporting
• Deposition Suites in Bakersﬁeld,
Visalia & Fresno
• Realtime/Internet Streaming
• Videography & Videoconferencing
• 24/7 Repository with FREE Mobile App
• Worldwide Services

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Local and worldwide services
Court reporters, interpreters,
and videography
Videoconferencing, video streaming
and conference rooms
Realtime reporters
Email transcript delivery
Imaged/linked bundles
Depositories
In-house technical support

We can help.

Toll Free: 800.322.4595
Fax: 661.395.0726
E-mail: randall@woodrandall.com
www.woodrandall.com

24-Hour Scheduling
800.697.3210
www.hutchings.com

fax 323.888.6333

email: hutchcal@hutchings.com

since 1953

303.832.5966
800.525.8490

Hunter + Geist, Inc.
Your Partner in Making the Record

1900 Grant Street, Suite 1025
Denver, CO 80203
www.huntergeist.com
scheduling@huntergeist.com

Proud Member of the Society for the Technological
Advancement of Reporting

• Full-Service Court Reporting
Courtroom Reporting, Arbitrations, and Depositions
• In-House Videoconferencing
• Videotape Services
• 24/7 ShareFile Repository
• Realtime and Rough Draft Reporting
• Internet Realtime With Messaging
• Scanned Exhibits / Linked Exhibits with Transcript
• Conference Rooms
• Experienced and Courteous Staff
• Timely, Accurate, and Highly Skilled Certified Court
Reporters
Court Reporting, Legal Videography, and Videoconferencing
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TEXAS, WASHINGTON

CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
EXPERT REPORTERS
VIDEO AND
VIDEOCONFERENCING
AROUND-THE-CLOCK
SERVICE
NATIONWIDE
SCHEDULING

UNITED AMERICAN
Reporting Services, Inc.

(214) 855-5300

Covering the entire
state of Washington

800.831.6973

5220 Renaissance Tower
201 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75270
Depositions
Video - Video Editing/Syncing
Records - Photocopying
Two Deposition Suites
1-800-445-7718
Fax: 214-855-1478
www.uars.net

www.yomreporting.com
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